Dear readers!

What you are holding in your hands is a double issue of Školski vjesnik, No. 1–2 for the year of 2014. With this double issue we start the 63rd year of a continuous publishing of our journal. We introduce a new journal design as well as new members of the Editorial and Advisory Board. We express our gratitude to previous members of the Editorial and Advisory Board for their hard work on this journal. We express a special gratitude to Pavao Mijić, our previous editor-in-chief, for his long-term dedication and commitment regarding technical and administrative duties.

Moreover, we express our gratitude to the new members of the Editorial and Advisory Board as well as to our new editor-in-chief Branimir Mendeš, who would all like to continue with the hard publishing work and raise the level of the journal quality. Growing interest for our journal ensures the dynamics of journal publishing (at the moment of writing this foreword 53 papers are being reviewed while 32 papers are in the review process).

Due to difficult conditions of scientific publications in general, our journal included, the summaries will not be published in two foreign languages, as they used to be published, but only in one foreign language, i.e. English.

This issue contains fifteen papers written by twenty authors. There are thirteen scientific papers and two professional papers. Topics interdisciplinarity can be seen, which is a natural orientation of the journal researching different educational and school matters.

We still invite scientists to contribute to our journal with their work as authors, reviewers or readers.
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